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TheNy*ph of Sex
andHumanSauality
DiuineEros

HAvE e habit of talking about sexasmerely physi
cal, and yet nothing hasmore soul. Sextakesus into a
W
world of intense passions,sensualtouch, exciting fantasies,
many levels of meaning, and subde emotions. It makes the

\\ffi

imagination come alive with fantasy,reverie, and memory.
Even if the sexis loveless,emPty,or manipulative, still it has
strong repercussionsin the soul, and evenbad sexualexperiencesleavelasting, haunting impressions.
In general,we treat the body asthough it were a skeleton
wrapped in musclesand stuffed with organs. When illness
comes along, we go to a doctor and expect X rays, pills, or
surgery.We dont talk about the way we're living, strong feelings that may be related to the illness, or whether life has
meaning. We separate the body, mind, and emotions as
though they were properly containedin individual and unrelated compartments.
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The philosophy characterisric of our cuhure, in which the
body is treated as unrelated to our emotions, our sense of
meaning, and our experiences,has deep implications for sexuality. Not only do we deal with sexual problems mechanically, we may Well approach our lovers mechanically-without the deep engagement of the soul and spirit that would
give sex its depth and humaniry.
Against this point of view, the eighteenth-cenfury

poer

William Blake, who used his power of words to fight against
the rationalistic and mechanistic thinking of his own time,
made a statemenr rhar could fittingly be printed at the bottom of every page of this book:
Man has no Body distinct from his Soul for that calld
Body is a portion of Soul discernd by the five Senses,rhe
chief inlets of Soul in this age.
Unless we have lost imagination completely, when we look
at the body we are seeing the soul, and when we have sex, we
experience the body as a way to the most penetrating mysteries of the soul.
It may be tempting at times to imagine sex as purely physical. Then we might nor have to deal with feelings, personalities, and repercussions. We may try to avoid the complexities that always appear in relationships and look for liberated
sex in "free love." How pleasant it would be, we may think,
to have sex without strings attached, without all the painful
emotions and partings and reunions. But the soul has its own
life and its own will. It wont submit ro our manipularions.
The attempt to have sex without implications may backfire,
and through a meaningless sexual fling we may find ourselvesin the biggest emotional mess of our lives.
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This human body that we havebeen conditioned to seeas
a system of chemicals,pulleys, pumps, and plumbing is an
expressiveentiry of great subtlery and nuance. This subtle
body is alive, diaphanous,full of meanings, Poetic, expressive in every organ and part, intimately connected to emotion and feeling, and,by no meansleast,beautiful. This is the
body that engagesin sex,a body with so much soul that any
attempt to deny its layers of meaning will likely come back
to haunt us.
Obviously, the body can be appropriately studied, measured, and treated at a merely chemical and physiological
level.But at the sametime the body is infinitely more, and to
grasp its sexualiry we have to go far beyond the scientific
imagination. We can aPPealto artists, poets, and mystical
writers, and to the rites and imagesof religion to get a fuller
picture of its sexualiryand to glimpse the myriad of ways the
body can be sexuallyexpressive.
The key to going any further in this book is to set asideour
habit of looking at the body and its sexualirymaterialistically
and to realize, as fundamentally as we can, that there is no
such thing as a human body without emotion and imagination. The largerpart of human sexualityis inaccessibleto the
materialist'sviewpoint. Beyondit lies a whole world of sexual meaning. By looking at the sexualmyths we live out, and
at our spiritual attitudes, however developedand conscious
they may be, we will find the roots of our desiresand the
sourcesof our satisfactions.Here lie secretscritical to our
problems and unfulfilled hopes, here a way to educate the
young in their sexualiry and here the meansof reconciliation
between sex and morality and berween the body and the
spirit.
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EvokingVenus
The HomericHymn to Aphrodite,an ancient story about sex,
describeswhat I believeis the key to keeping the "human" in
human sexualiry.Zeus, to the Greeksthe divine governor of
life, wants to make certain that immortals and humansinterpenetrate. This great mystery, related in Christianiry to the
incarnation, addresses
the human condition, in which spiritualicy and ordinary life go together to complete our humanicy. We are made up of spirit and body, with an animating
soul in befween, and any embodiment of spirit is an incarnation. The story begins with Zeus instilling in Aphrodite, goddessof sex,a desirefor a mortal man.
As the story opens,Aphrodite goesto her temple at Cyprus, takesa bath, oils her body, and clothesherself in beautiful garments and goldenjewelry. Then shefinds Anchises,a
young shepherd,and disguisesherself as a youthful virgin.
Taken abackby her beaury Anchisessuspectsthat she may
be a goddess,but shesaysno, sheis the daughterof the ruler
of Phrygia.Hermes snatchedher from her home, she says,
to be the wife of Anchisesand the mother of their children.
Convincedthat she is mortal, Anchisesmakes love with
her, but then shewakeshim from his sleepand revealsherself
in all her divine glory. "When I first sawyou, I knew you were
divine," saysAnchises,worried about the consequencesof
sleepingwith a goddess,including loss of potency.She assureshim that everything is fine and in accord with the di
vine will. Their son will be raisedby the big-breastedmountain nymphs, the same,shesays,who live long lives and eat
divine food and make love with Hermes in the corners of
their charming caves.Then she gives Anchises a warning:
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When anyone asks who the mother of his child is, tell them
she is a flowerlike nymph who lives in the mountain woods.r
This lovely erotic hymn to the goddess of sex offers many
fascinating insights, but the theme that has kept me ruminating on it for years is the idea that sex is part temporal and part
eternal. The son whom Aphrodite and Anchises conceived at
their remarkable rendezvous, Aeneas, would go on to found
Rome. His powerful creativity is an indication that lovemaking benveen a human and a deiry the union of spirit and
body, can be extraordinarily fruitful.
Aphrodite's last comment also hints that one's partner in
sex is more than human-he

or she is a nymph. A man or

woman can inspire such deep fantasy and
emotion that through the loving embrace of
our partner's body we may break through the
limits of the human condition to touch upon
another level of reality. The sex spirits come
to us as from another world and cant be reduced to pieces of human personaliry. Sex
with soul is always a form of communion
with

another level of existence, and that

quality alone may be a major reason for its
compelling attraction.
I find this nymph picrured in many places:
in the lovely ancient Cycladic figures of the
Mediterranean where she is shown almost
without

a face, her body erect and breasts

small, and the pubic areaaluminous triangle;
in Lucas Cranactt's nudes; in African woodcarved statues of woman; in Edward Weston's
photographs; and in almost every picrure of
Cycladic Figure
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Marilyn Monroe. In theseimagesthe nymph is given form,
but I also senseher, invisible, in certain groves,gardens,and
bedrooms.I smell her in some perfumes,and I feel her in a
scarf.I enter her bower whenever I visit certain exceptional
storesand salonswhere she is presentin all her beaury and
where the sensitiveshopkeepersare sacristansof the goddess
of sensuality.
When Aphrodite sayssheis a flower nymph, sheis alsorevealing something of great importance about herself and
about sexualiry.The divine pleasuregranted to Anchiseshis
come from the simplebeaury of a flower. Aphrodite'sRoman
counterpart,Venus,was honored asthe goddessof gardens.
Nature'sbeaury not just her functioning organs,is the essenceof sexualiry.In a sense,this book is inspiredall the way
through by this simple revelationof the goddess:if you wanr
to know what sexis, think long and hard about a flower, especially its beaury and its appealro the senses.Then think
about all of nature andyour own placein it. Whatever makes
a flower glow with enchantment is the essenceof your own
sexualiry.
Something deep in the human makeup needsand longs
for a tasteof eterniry-at leasta momentary releasefrom the
relentlesspaceof time. We dont usuallyplaceeternity in our
list of needs,but the soul is only half sarisfiedwith the things
of this world. taditional literature sraresover and over that
the soulneedsto breakfreefrom time and place.It needsregular excursionsout of busy life, demanding relationships,
and incessantproductiviry.For the monk, contemplation is
one kind of deliverancefrom clocktime andbusyness,while
for the averagepersonsexcan servethe samepurpose.
The soulwants union not only with other personsbut also
with another dimensionaltogether,one we can call eternal,
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immortal, mythic, or a host of other names.As we'll seeat
the end of our journey through the many realms of sex,the
soul cravesthe mystery lover, who inhabits and transcends
the known partner. We'll also seehow this world, including
our flesh-and-bloodlover, is not necessarilyan obstaclebut
offersa positiveroute to the eternaland spiritualrealm.
The brief sex-playof AnchisesandAphrodite gavebirth to
an entire civilization, and when our sex has soul it too can
createworlds-families, communities,friendships,and personalvitaliry. without the mystery dimension sexis not fully
human,'andit may feel incomplereor evenempry.Sexis not
something apart from life but is implicated in every asirect.
The goddessis a mere flower nymph, but the ancients also
calledher the soul of the world.
In the Homeic Hymn,Aphrodite presentsherself as both
goddessand mortal. I used to think of the srory she tells
Anchisesasa manipulatingfiction, an aspecrof her skill at seduction andpersuasion,but now I suspectthat more is going
on. The whole tale is one of incarnation,an immortal taking
on human flesh. The story she tells Anchisesgives her a
human family and place,a conrext that lastsadmittedly for
only the brief time of their lovemaking, but that gives their
sexboth humaniry and diviniry.
The nymph of sexis essentialin lovemaking,but so too,
obviously,is a human parrner.We need to find the man or
woman who can evokethis spirit for us. sexual attraction is
not at all a purely physicalevent.The soul is alwaysin search
of whatever will complete its desire, and our physical eyes
areneverseparatefrom the eyesof the soul.
It alsohelps to havea place for love that is suitablefor the
nymph, becausethesenafure spirits show themselvesonly
in particular placesand at specialtimes. Marsilio Ficino, a
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fift eenth-century Florentine philosopher and magus - someone skilled in lore and magic-taught
that by living wirh a
degree of artfulness we can arrract the various kinds of spirit,
including the sexual spirit, that we need to live a full human
life. The whole pleasant work of sex is to incarnare, to call
down the spirit that will quicken our physical world and give
home to eros.
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depth in their union. The sexual experience may feel efiortless and even glorious. We may think of sex as something we
should do well, with skill and healthy motives. But health
and technique, valuable as they may be, are not enough to
evoke the depths of sex, which calls for imagination, reverence, and full presence.
Lovemaking is a rirual that, like all religious rites of the

Most people know that you can go rhrough the motions of
sex, even have an orgasm, and still not be fully present. Sometimes the sexual response may feel incomplete. A person

world, tries to make present the spirit that will make the

may be impotent, emotionally cool, or in some other way
unable to be involved in the lovemaking fully, despite an intention to be fully present. In the realm of sex intention isn't

calls for the kind of humility

as important as ir is in ordinary life. Usually we explain sexual
problems in personal terms, as though the ego were somehow at fault, but the hymn teachesus that sex is more myste-

human activiry magically effective. Like all ritual, too, sex requires art, attention to details, and a devoted imagination. It
proper to religious ritual, in

which the devotee doesnt force but requests the presence
of the god or spirit. We may go to dinner, dress attractively,
have an intimate conversation, listen to music-all

with the

thought of invoking the spirits of sexuality. In the midst of
lovemaking we may be guided by deep intuition and imagi-

rious and not so dependent on the ego as we might expect.
Lovemaking is a ritual that invites the goddess of sex to be
present. The love and affection we may feel toward our part-

nation to do those particular things that not only please our-

ner, the preparations we make for lovemaking, and all the activities thatgo into foreplay are inrended ro invoke the nymph

ual trance and charm. In this cloud of Aphroditic enchantment-scholars have translated the name Aphrodite as "shin-

of sex, so that what goes on befween people is inspired and
infused with this spirit. Without the presence of the nymph,

ing cloud"-the

powerfully, as though it were a sacrament in the religion of

sex becomes mechanical. It lacks soul because the soul requires that we attend to both the temporal and the eternal

ing it a more than human level of meaning.

selves and our partner but take us away from the cool world
of the ego and place us in the warm, dreamlike cloud of sex-

mystery that is sex takes place effectively and

this goddess whose task it is to deepen human sexualiry, giv-

aspects.If we leave out the vertical dimension, our deep feelings and our high aspirations, in any activiry including sex,
we disengage the soul and are left with a functional experience that may feel hollow.
When

the spirit or genius of sex enters lovemaking

through evocative words, touches, and actions, the soul of
sex comes into play, and the lovers sense an inexplicable

Erosand the Soul
In modern times the word eros hasbeen corrupted to refer
to plain physical sexualacts,and evento the lowest kinds of
sex.The word is actually abhorrent to somepeople,a surprising development since in classicalliterarure it was a highly
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spiritual, cosmic, and lofry kind of love. In Greek literature

to knowledge, and for that reason Socrates, Plato's archetypal

eros is nothing less than the magnetism that holds the entire

wise person, refers to himself as a lover.3

universe together, and human love in its many forms is simply a participation in that greater eros.

In some culrures it is said that to have sex with someone is
to know the person in a deep way, and to have sex for the first

The ancient poet Hesiod, writing around 8oo n.c. about

time is to know life in a way that is entirely new and trans-

the origins of things, places Eros among the first beings, but

forming. Sex is a kind of gnosis or holy knowing. In sex we

he also warns of the terrible power of the erotic, and perhaps

get to know a person in a way that is more than special. Sex

it is this tendency to overwhelm us that makes people wary

reveals much that is unconscious to both people, and so the

of eros. Hesiod writes:

unveiling that goes on at the physical level is mirrored as the

Eros, who is [ove, handsomest among all
the immortals
who breaks the limbs'strength
who in all gods, in all human beings
overpowers the intelligence in the breast,
and all thbir shrewd planning.2

soul itself sheds its protective covering.
In sex we also discover the power and direction of our
deepest desires.The pleasureswe may find in sex-sweet sex,
aggressive sex, inventive and explorative sex, sadomasochistic games, dressing and undressing, body parts and kinds of
kissing, places and settings-all of these preferences, tied so
closely to passion show us who we are, where our soul wants

Later, the Greek philosopher Empedocles taught that the

to lead us, and what our complexes, obstacles, and inhibi-

entire universe runs on the two principles of love and strife.

tions looklike. In sex we seethe private parts of the soul with

He identified love with both Eros and Aphrodite, linking the

all its particulars.

binding attraction that keeps all things connected and working in harmony with the allures and desires that ordinarily

In his dream seqninars,C. G. Jung once made the comment that "people think that eros is sex, but not at all, Eros is

we call sexual. The tie berween this greater notion of eros

relatedness."aEros is not the physical expression in sex alone,

and ordinary sexualiry is a key idea in our search for the soul

but is rather the physical and the emotional combined. More

of sex, We dont want to leave sex behind and focus on some

accurately, it is the meaningful connection established by

ethereal and generic idea of the erotic life, nor do we wish to

sex, felt and understood by the people making love. This eros

reduce sex to ptrysical behavior. Somewhere in between is a

we feel in sex and romance is also the broader magnetism

valuable way of seging the erotic within sex, expanding our

that holds the universe together, the go-benveen spirit said to

idea of sexuality without losing its immediacy and intimacy.

keep the planets in orbit and the seasons on track. What we

Many writers who have described the erotic life help cre-

seek in sex is not only bodily satisfaction, but a response to

ate a picture of eros that might be useful in deepening our

the soul's need for all that eros offers, for a world that holds

notion of sexualiry. Plato, for instance, says of lovers that
"the deepest insights spring from their love." Eros is a guide

together and a whole life that is creative and motivated by
love.
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In her elegantbookErostheBittersweet,
Anne Carsonnotes
that the Greeksplayedwith the word eros by adding "pt" to
it, making it ptnos, wing. When the penis is picrured having
wings, or when bird-women like the Sirens tempt and seduce, this idea of a flying, lofo eros finds direct expression.
When the Greeks and Romans personified Eros in their art
and literature, they sometimespictured him asa young man
with large and lovely wings. Eros seemsto move through the
air, and he has this quality of taking us, asAnne Carson says,
"from over here to over there."5When we long for someone
or something, we are being invited to make a move, to soar
in spirit out of the status quo and into a new world. Maybe
this is yet another reasonwhy were afraid of the erotic and
the sexual-it disturbsour current equilibrium. On the other
hand, it is also the very sourceof vitality and animation.
GeorgesBataille, a French writer who devoted his life to
the srudy of eros, saysthat eros alwaysinvolves a transgression of some kind. "Unlesswe seethat transgressionis taking place,we no longer havethe feeling of freedom that the
full accomplishmentof the sexualact demands,"o5. writes.
Now this is a strong statementthat could easilybe misread,
fitting nicely into the fear many people havethat eroticism is
evil and sinful by nature. But the transgressionin sexmay be
more a psychologicalone than a literally moral one.
As eros enticesus into new worlds, it may entail breaking
through current modes and evencodesof behavior,and so it
can feel like a transgression.The first sexualexperienceoverreachesinhibitions that may have been in place for a long
time. The first intimacy with a particular lover breaksthe reserve that has kept the couple within certain limits in their
contact with each other. The first experiment with a new
sryle of lovemaking may involve the feeling of breaking
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rules or habits. The very point of sexual experimentation
may be to sensetogether,in mutual generosity and compliciry the joy of transcending rules and expectations.In this
spirit communities haveoften celebratedimportant religious
festivalswith orgies and other kinds of sexuallicense,breaking into the realm of spirit by meansof sexualoverstepping.
Throughout his writing Plato discussesthe role of eros in
Iife, but especiallyin the Symposiuln,
where Socratesis taught
the nature of love. "Eros," Plato writes, "is a coming to life in
beauryin relation to both body and soul." This is an aspectof
eros that can easilybe overlooked or taken too lightly. In our
erotic desireswe may be in searchof beaury,pure and simple. However closeto or far from cultural idealsof beauty,a
lover introduces us to beauty's soul and the soul's own
beaury.
We live in a world that gives scant attention to beaury.
We're willing to build cities that function but have little
beaury and to make homes that are convenient and affordable but not necessarilybeautiful. We believe that beauty is
expendable.But to the soul beauty is more important than
almost anything, and so it plays an important role in our desires and cravings. It lies at the heart of sexuality and is responsiblefor a good portion of the pleasurewe find there.
In Plato we also find that Eros is the child of Want and
Plenry.Our erotic lives may feel full for a while, then empry
or maybe even full and empry at the sametime. If we knew
that both emptiness and fullness were narural to the erotic
life, we mlght live out this natural rhythm sympathetically
rather than demanding that eros alwaysbe full and feeling
abnormalor incompleteif it isnt.
A man in his mid-fifties once told me that he was puzzled
to seehis sexualdreams,cravings,and fantasiesdiminish at
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the mid-point of his life. He thought the change might be
due to his age, and yet at the same time he had finally found
a partner he could live with and love. Sometimes we expect
eros to feel empry but instead we discover a surprising fullness. At other times we may assume that life will be erotically full, when in fact we still feel some of its emptiness.
At the end of the twentieth cenrury we seek hungrily for
sexual satisfaction, but we dont give much attention to eros
in the whole of life. Our craving never seems satisfied, or if it
is, it may be temporary and not connected with the rest of
life. Some work all day drudgingly at a computer and come
home to watch a sexy movie on cable television. In their lives
eros and work belong to separate categories. Thinking literally and negatively about the erotic life, we dont give eros a
place of honor among our values, and yet at the same time
we are overwhelmed by our desires and by our basic but misunderstood appetites.
Sex and eros are related, as the Greeks said, Iike mother
and son. If we could recover a sense of the holiness of eros
and its creative, divine place in the nanlre of things, we might
see how absurdly small our view of sex has been, and we
might reinstate it without moralism at the center of life,
where it can offer vitaliry and intimacy of unrivaled power.
Before we can give depth and richness to our sexualiry, we
have to discover the value of deep pleasure and desire and at
the same time relax our anxious attention to the control of
the emotions, the justification of our lives by work and restraint, and our belief in the value of repression and sufferirg.
In our sociery sex is wounded by

deep-seated maso"
finds
chism, which
distorted satisfaction in the suppression
of desire. This masochism is a symptomatic and destructive
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form of surrender.Insteadof giving in to our passions,allowing emotion to coursethrough our bodies and psyches,
and generouslyoffering ourselvesto intimacy, we surrender
ourjoy in life to any authority we can find, and we find many
authorities willing to condemn us for our longings and pleasures.
At the very heart of sexlies a profound affirmation of life,
giving us a reasonfor living, optimism, and energy.At every
step,this processcanbe wounded and weakenedby a fear of
vitaliry and a failure to trust h life, in others and in oneself.
Everywherewe are told to set limits on eros, to be careful
that we are not lost in its passion.But if we listen to these
worried cautions, we may end up with only a modicum of
purchasedat the cost of lifes passion.Eros
self-possession
may go underground as seething, dark desire, and the surface of life may furn mechanicaland controlled, cheerless
and humorless.
When anyone askswho is your lover, Aphrodite saysto
the shepherd,tellthemyourloveris a flowernymphwho can
be found in the woods. Sexualdesire alwaysoffers an invitation to the world's soul through the nymph responsiblefor
the beaury and vitality of our woods and their plants and
flowers. Sexkeepsus connectedto our deepestnaturesand
links us to our roots. In that way it expandsthe sourcefrom
which we live our liv,es.
The OrphicHymnto Eroscallshim "great, pure, lovely,and
sweet" and prays to him to banish evil inclinations from our
hearts.What changeof heart would be required of us to call
on the spirit of, desire and pleasureto rid us of evil?Yet sex
hasthe capacityto pacifr our raging and distressedhearts,if
only we would grant it its soul.

